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BREAKING NEWS
TEEN ADMITS TO RAPING

MOTH~R

·1

POLICE SAID GARY DEAN HELMS, JR., 19, CONFESSED TO RAPING HIS OWN MOTHER. THEACT WAS SAID TO BE A RETALIATION
TO A FAMILY DISPUTE, ACCORDING TO ALL HEADLINE NEWS.

• .

go1n out to

ciub Fur to see Danity Kane
perform also."
Nevertheless, some stuclents aren't as anxious and
excited for the holiday as oth·
~m. From conflicting spirituaJ views to just a nonchalant
~pproach to celebrations, not
students are as gun g ho to
put on costumes and danCl'
tJle night away.
Junior Afro-American
~tudies major Aaron Boos
srud, "I don't really believe
in Halloween and I haven't
celebrated it since l was 16...
She added, "As I've gotten
older, I feel that Halloween
is not a real holiday cause we
still have to go to work and
school. It's j ust [an excusel

au

to take candy from my little•
sisters."
.
When it comes to reli-·
gion and Halloween, churches in many communities do
not celebrate the holiday and
offer alten 1ative option s for
their congregations.
For Divinity Graduate
student Marlene Johnson,
Halloween has never been a
hoijday she ha.'> taken part in,
and as a 1n other, she doesn't
allow how children to either.
·However, Johnson doesn't
feel like the festivities are
wicked, and is an advocate
for alternative celeb rations.
··r don't think it
[Halloween] is evil, but l do
feel so1ne people may use it for
evil," J ohnson said. "My kids
will go to church where they
have a carnival, candy, -food
and gan1es. They are allowe~
to dress up, mainly as b iblical
characters, but costumes like
witches and goblins are not
usually acceptable.9
With the first time freedoms that come with being
in college, some students do
feel that they finally have
the chance to celebrate
Halloween after being sh eltered from the annual event
when they were younger.
"My family is really re1i·
"ous so w en I ~as ~ou -

at

a e1ujall night
ehurC}i,
Ji-by said. "We would always
have to dress in angel costumes, b ut now I have a
chance to make up for lost
.
..
ti me.
In the eyes of lrby, celebrating the holiday should
be seen as nothing more than
good fun, as long as a p ersop
isn't "worshiping the deVll
or conjuring up C\'il beings."
Davis agreed and looks forward to participating in
Halloween events.
"I would say [religious]
people who are against
HalJoween [now] are just
extremist,~ Davis said. ''I
think it's all about having
fun."

,...,_
Alt~9Mllh Halloween Is a generally accepted holiday In

the U.S., there are mix~ feelings among some rellgous
peopJe:aboul how the occasion should be observed.
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PARTLY CLOUDY

FIND OUT ABOUT WHAT CITY OFFICIALS ARE DOING ABOUT THE
SITUATION OF THE HOMELE$S IN THE DISTRICT IN METRO.

PARTLY CLOUDY

HIGH: 72, LOW: 55

HIGH: 67, LOW: 45
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In a city-wide survey conducted in 1999, D.C. residents
cited unsafe driving and running red lights and stop signs
as their number one safety
concern. To correct this problem, the Metropolitan Police
Department in1plemented its
automated red-light enforcement program in August of
1999. The prograrn's main
goal, as stated on dcnites.
com,. is "reducing violations,
preventing crashes and injuries and saving lives."
The program is designated to enhance the safety
of the District's residents and
visitors by reducing the number of drivers who violate traffic regulations. Tl).e cameras
are designed to automatically
photograph any transgressor
of such violations, utilizing
photo enforce1nent technology to make sure that the law
is being upheld fairly and con"
sistently.
Since the implementation of the program in August
1999, as of September 2006,
the program has been reported to have achieved results.
For example, a 67 percent
decline in red-light violations
(equivalent to 29,100 fewer
violations a month), 628,869
notices of infractions 1nailed,
437,521 notices of infraction
paid, and $38.5 1nillion in
fines collected, according to
mpdc.dc.gov.
According
to
Adam
Maier,
committee
clerk
to
Councilwoman
Carol
Schwartz, the funds collected
from the fines paid go into
the D.C.'s "general fund." The ·
current mayor is in charge of
the disbursement of the general fund, which are disbursed
into general city expenses.
However, Maier says that
he does feel that the red-light
cameras have been very effec-
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As a respo~se to complaints about unsafe driving conditions, the District's automated
red-light enforcement program has helped to Improve violation statistics since 1999.

tive in decreasing traffic violations. To the people who feel
that the traffic ca1neras are
just about making money for
the city he states, "the reality
is that the number of people
caught is declining, so it has

had an in1pact on people running red lights and speeding. And also the opinions of
people caught might not be
favorable.''
He also stated that
Schwartz advocates for the

can1eras to be placed in majnly residential areas, such as
New York Avenue, where
people walk so that the main
purpose of the cameras will be
See CAMERA, NEWS A4

Reports Prove BP Explosion Preventable
BY TRAVER RIGGINS

gator, in the CNNMoney.com vented, it does not see the basis worst industrial accident of
report.
for all of CSB's comments. In the decade.
BP has taken full account- its own safety inspection after
The co1npany has been·
Recent reports and find- ability for the Texas City inci- the Texas City incident', BP did assessed $21 million in fines
ing~ concerning the Texas dent, setting aside $1.6 billion not find any signs of possible for the 300 safety violations
City, Texas explosion · that to resolve qver 1,000 lawsuits safety problems, according to found in the plant during the
took place in March 2005 at claimed by injured, shocked the Reuters AlertNet report. CSB investigation.
a BP refinery indicate that the and bereaved persons.
Between 1994 and 2005 there
In addition to the debacle
incident could have been preAccording
to
the were eight incidents at the with the Texas City explovented.
CNNMoney.com report, every '. refinery that could have indi- sion, l3P is under scrutiny for
Internal repo1ts from suit has been settled outside cated safety problems includ- the 5,000 barrel oil field spill
the Chen1ical Safety Board's of a pending case involving a ing two fires, according t.o the that occurred in Prudhoe Bay
(CSB) safety ai.1dit cond~cted daughter who lost both par- CSB report.
in Alaska's North Slope in
in 2003 sights "significant ents in the incident.
Whether or not BP found September 2005, as well as
safety problems at the Texas
While the company is ,in its own indications of the acci- allegations that BP manipuCity refinery," according to a · agreement with CSB that the dent, the Texas City refinery lated energy markets, accordreport fron1 CNNMoney.co1n. incident could have been pre- explosion was tacked as the ing to CNNMoney.com.
Proble1ns that if fixed, could
have prevented the explosion that took 15 lives and left
around 170 others injured.
"The CSB's investigation shows that BP's global
management was aware of
problems with maintenance,
spending, and infrastructure
well before March 2005,''
said Carolyn Merritt, CSB
chairman, in a press release,
according to a reporters by
Reuters AlertNet.
•
Attention was focused on
preventing · personnel incidents such as slips., falls and
trips rather than preventing
· and enhancing machine mainPhfJfO ('OVrh'))' of www.,n,h.c-om
tenance a11d management
systems, according to Don After an explosion at a BP refinery In Texas City, Texas claimed 15 lives and left 170
Holstrom, CSB's lead .investi- Injured last year, reports are showing that the Incident may have been preventable.
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HOMELESSNESS IN DC ADDRESSED

·BY MONICA J ONES

BY DESIREE SMITH

·In elementary schoo1,
\\~en Halloween time can1e
around, Howard students
may be able to remember
being the child in the ninja
turtle outfit their mom spent
hoUJ.1 making so they could
win .the school costume contest. 0r some may have been
~ ones sitting patiently to
the side, unable to partici~te in festivities due to religious reasons. However, as
progressing adults, cartoon
~~trurJts or treats and
door-to-door antics are still a
part of this year's Halloween
game plan.
"I love to be in the spirit,
so I'm going to get some cat
ears and wear all black," said
sophomore print journalism
major Charmaine Davis. "l'n1
actually going to three parties this [Halloween]."
Davis isn't alone in
lier plans to party it up for
Halloween.Whether it's going
to a club with the pron1ise
of Seeing a celebrity or two
or going to the old fashion
house party, students at the
"Mecca" Will have an array of
options to choose from.
"I will most certainly be
celebrating Halloween this
yeat " said senior broadcast
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Red-Light Traff i·c Cameras Disputed

All Hallow's Eve Has
Celebration Options
Contributing Wnter
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Annex Residents and Staff, Students
Weigh-In on 'Annex Hermit' Stereotype

31, 2006

What's In A
Name?

BY IMANI GREENE
Contributing Writer

On any given evening,
the halls of the Tubman
Quadrangle, better known as
"The Quad," 1oar with music,
chatter and laughter. Right
next door stands the Bethune
Annex. In the Annex, as
Howard University students
know it, there's only silence.
Annex Hermits are stereotyped as girls who don't
socialize with people outside
of the suite or never venture
outside of the dorm because of
the accessible amenities right
downstairs, such as the cafeteria or the small convenience
store. This is a stereotype that
Annex residents of the past
and the present dispute.
"I moved [to the Annex]
my sophomore year to be in
a quiet environment, but my
suite mates were freshmen
and were always going out and
bringing their friends over to
socialize," said graduate pharmacy major and former Annex
resident Lizbeth Brice.
Students
must enter
through two doors to reach a
dorm room jn the Annex, but
can reach a room in the Quad
directly from the hallway.
Sophomore advertising
major Jabari Johnson believes
this barrier of double doors
adds to the seclusion of Annex
girls.
"I think girls who live in
the Annex are quieter than
girls who live in other dorms,
because there are two doors
separating them from the outside world better known as the
hallway," Johnson said. His
opinion is based on experiences with residents of the Annex
who lacked the opportunity
to meet people inside of tl1e
dorm, which he feels affected
meeting people outside of tlle
living quarters.
However, Sade
Dike
believes Annex residents are
more involved on campus than
people think.

A Look at the Namesakes of
Howard University

I

Just Hall

The Annex holds panel discussions and programs In the dorm's activity room, which
further add to the convenience that sometimes turns Annex residents Into ' hermits.'

"I absolutely disagree with
the stereotype because most
freshman girls who live in the
Annex eat in Blackburn's cafe,"
Dike said. "They realize that is
the social place to be."
Many freshman girls use
Annex amenities such as the
study room, kitchen on each
floor, convenience store and
cafeteria. Residents in the
other dorms may have to lca,·e
for cafeteria meals, study in
the library and share a kitchen
per every two to four floors.
Each dorm room in the Annex
has a sink, and only three lo
five peoRle share the bathrooms rather than 30 to -lO in
other dorms.
Sophomore sports medicine major Shannon Clemons
believes the Annex is not
the best place for freshmen

because living here keeps
them from meeting people and
gaining the true Howard experience. She believes the only
reason to leaYc the Annex is
for class. "Because I lived in
tlle Quad last year, I had no
choice but to leave to eat and
meet people on the way to the
bathroom," Clemons said.
Many residents do not
seclude tllemselves in tlle
Annex, but the "Annex Hermit"
stereotype still exists.
Sophomore pre-pharma_cy
major Amber Fogle, who now
lives in Slowe Hall, realizes
that living in the Annex last
year hindered her freshman
experience.
"l wasn't forcrd t•> meet
people or gel out, so 1nost of
my friends I met during freshman orientation all lived in the

Quad," Fogle said. "I felt like I
was missing out on the bonds
they made."
Even prospective Howard
students know about the
stereotypes for each dormitory. Freshman music education major Fatima Johnson
explains that Howard fril'nds
told her about the quiet and
secluded Annex before her
arriYal, but tllat her outgoing
personality would preYail OYer
the stereotype.
"I hardly ever cat in the
Annex Cafe. I spend most of
my time with my friends in
the Quad and I go to UGT. to
study, just to see new faces,"
Johnson said. I think it'~ a
choice to be an -\nnex Hermit.
because I personally love getting out."

The Hilltop

Workshop
Wednesday@ 6:00
~he Hilltop Office,
P-Level, West Tower

Just Hall was dedi- head of tlle depart1nent
cated in memory of Dr. of physiology at Howard
Earnest E..Just, a zoologist, University until his death
biologist,
physiolo- from pancreatic cancer in
gist and research scien- 1941.
tist who was a pioneer in
Just was commended
the field of cell biology. Dr. internationall) for produc.Just was distinguished as a ing ground-breaking work
completed during the sumtrue scholar and leader.
Ernest Everett Just mers from 1909 to 1930
Hall was built in 1956 and at the Marine Biological
•Sits in the lower quadran- Laboratory(MBL) in Woods
gle of Howard Unh·ersity. Hole, :\lass. \Vhile at MBL,
Constructed by black archi- Just conducted experitects Hilyard Robinson and ments studying the fertilPaul Williams, Just Hall sits ization of the marine mamfour stories high in the val- mal cell. His work involved
ley between the chemistry the subjects of fertilization,
building and tlle School of experimental parthcnogcnf'sis, hydration, cell division
Pharmacy.
Just was born Aug. i4, and dehydration in living
i893 in Charleston, S.C. to cells, as well as the effect of
parents Charles Frazier and ultra ,·iolet rays in increasMal) Mathe\\S ,Just. His ing chromosome numbers
father died when Just was in animals and in altering
four years old and he was the organization of the egg
raised b) his motller, who \\ith special reference to
was a schoolteacher.
polaril).
Just was tlle only perJust published his
son to graduate summa first book entitled, "Basic
cum laude at Dartmouth ·Methods for Experiments
Eggs
of
Marine
College in 1907 with a on
degree in zoology. He won Mammals'' based on his
many special honors in bot- research findings at Wood's
an). history and sociology. Hole. Altllough his \\Ork in
Just ncei\ed his PhD from cell dc,·elopment was interthe tini\'ersity of Chicago nationally acclaim<>d, Just
in experimental embryol- experienced racial discrimiogy in 1916. After gradua- nation and prejudice within
tion, Just accepted a teach- the U.S.
ing position at Howard
In 1929. he dcddccl to
University in 1907 and later continue his research in
was appointed head of the Europe where race was not
Department of Zoology in an issue. \\'hilc in Europe.
1912.
Just published his second
.Just, alongside thr•'t: book, "The Biology of the
students, Frank Coleman, Cell Surface," and served
Dr. Oscar .J. Cooper and as an ,ldjunn rcsf ,1rcher
Bishop Edgar A. Lo,·c, at the Kaiser \Vilhclm
founded Omega Psi Phi Institute for Biolog) in
Fraternity Inc. at Howard Bcrli:l-Dahlam, Germany.
.Just Hall is curn•ntly used
UniYcrsity in 1911.
In 1915, he was the first for classrooms within the
to be awarded the Spingarn Biology Department.
Medal by the NAACP. Just
-Compiled
by
also sen·cd as a professor Aeja
Washington,
in the Ml•dk:1l School and Contributing \1Vritcr

CHANCE TO GRA
STORY AT LAS
IGHT'S BUDGE
MEETING BUT....
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If you want to be a b e tter writer. for The Hilltop or anyone e l se.
If you're interested in becoming a ~taff writer. you must attend.
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There are in Bogota, Columbia, thousands of boys, aged about 5 to 15, who live
anarchic lives. They are called gamines or
street waifs. The word, as we are familiar
with it from the French, suggests a cheerful, ingratiating impudence. The gamines
of Bogota have this quality. They are
fiercely independent and scornful of those
among them who compromise with society. The ganlines are not altogether winsome in their mischief: Like actors in a
Latin version of "Oliver!" they steal, and
they work for various Fagins. They also
kill from time to time. They are involved
in the ubiquitous drug rackets. Many are
diseased. Dressed in rags, they often sleep
iri parks, stacked upon one another for
warmth in the cold Columbian nights. By
the time a gamine is 10, he has probably
experienced sex (they are often so used by
their Fagins), violence, the thrill of stealing, capture, punishment, and escape. He
has been sick with hunger, and he bas
used his wits to survive.
Father Xavier is a member of the
Salesian Order. In the late 1960's he was the wild bO\'S
in the second courtyard
•
•
chaplain in the Carce/ de Me11ores, the months later. The mark of those anarchic
youth jail in Bogota. In 1970, with some 20
days of stealing, starving, half-freezing,
gamines released on his personal recogni- · fear and bravado had passed from their
zance, he organized a small, experimental faces. They had learned to respect themlearning community in a borrowed house.
selves because this priest his associates,
Soon they moved to a larger building in a and the other bo~'S respected them.
slum. rt was there that I saw the transforAfter lunch, we piled back into the van.
mation, .indeed the resurrection, of several The boys gathered around and pounded
hundred boys.
on the top, cheerfully hollering, "Vuefra !"
Xavier met us in the vast lobby. of. our (Come back!)
hotel. In his Chevy van we drove through
Fifteen miles from the slums, we were
narrow streets, headed for "Bosconia" in farm country. Behind us, under heavy
named for St. John Bosco, the 19th century clouds and ringed by mountains, Bogota
priest who founded the Salesian Order. Like glowed in a shaft of pearl-grey sunlight.
Xavier he was a teacher of homeless boys.
\Ve passed through a 'illage, its cantina
We drove through the gates of Bosconia.
raucous with radio music. Rounding a
Before us was a courtyard, tile-surfaced,
curve, we saw "La Florida."
and lined off for games. The number of
I cannot remember what I expected to
boys rapidly multiplied, swarming about see - something like an orphanage, I supus, shouting "Bie11ve11idos a 1111estra casa!" pose, its severe red wal1s lined with perI was given a basketball. I shot and missed.
petual winter shadows. But La Florida
Yells of encouragement; try again. Anear- was open, architecturally graceful. and
basket this time. I would have staved
until
even elegant.
•
I sank one, but Xavier called. Speaking
with the boys as he walked, he led us
through a building and out into another
courtyard. Structurally this was like the
first. But against the side of the building,
two boys lay in the sun, their sweaters
pulled over their heads to block the light.
They stirred and came stumbling to their
feet. Their eyes were large and seemed
without focus. They were drunk from
Boys came front evcrv. direction. They'
smelling gasoline fumes; they spoke were teenagers, at first slightly more
urgently, and incoherently. Near them in
reserved than the youngsters in Bosconia.
the courtyard were other wild looking
But as they showed us about, their enthu.• boys. Their features seemed pushed out of siasm grew until a dozen were speaking
symmetry, the eyes capriciously placed, at once, eager to explain the use of each
nose skinne9, lips cracked. Their clothes building - the bank and credit union
•
•
were torn and soiled.
which they operated, the office of the
We lunched in Xavier's office, overlook- mayor and his council, classrooms,
ing the courtyard. I became absorbed in
library, workshops, dormitories with
watching the boys at play there. They were cantilevered roofs, and bureaus which
rough and teasing, as they are everywhere.
now, in the flowering of their youth,.held
But they were also generous; everyone had an array of possessions, clothes, toilet
his shot at the basket. And suddenly I articles, and books. Four hundred live in
" became awa,re of their faces. They were La Florida, and for the most part they
open and cheerful, composed, confident.
run it themselves.
These boys were gamines still free to
I watched Xavier as he walked amon~
leave during the weekends and return to them, boy after boy sought his ear, speakthe street (most preferred not to do so),
ing earnestly or through laughter. He was
but they had been transformed. They were
their leader, who had helped them realize

their own worth. He was smart about the
is. But many miscreant youths (by no
world of affairs, as they were street smart.
means all) can be rescued from futures of
A special event was prepared for us.
harm, misery and dependency.
Excitedlr
An An1erican public that has gron n
. the boys moved us across a
courtyard, into a hall where l 00 or rnore
weary of social spending should know this\
were waiting. On a bandstand sat 10 for it is our future that is at stake, as "ell
players n ith trumpets, trombones, saxo- as that of such )Ouths.
phones, clarinets and drums. \Ve took
our seats. First there was a march, than r--~------------------- -----,
the second movernent of 1~fozurt's
I
I
Sy111plto11y No. 39.
They played it well, better than any
i
high school band I had ever heard play I
I
serious music. The composition struck me.
I
The young men on the bandstand, dressed I
I
I
handson1elv• in sweaters and slacks, could 1 If vou want to see a
1
•
have been students in an American prep \\hole nev, dimension
!
school. They were good natured, proud, to life, try volunteering
readv• to mock one another. Once thev• for work in the n1is- Sailll Ja/111 &sco.
stole, begged, slept in parks, knew sex sions. Your life \viii H1tr1111 Saint of
before their time, perhaps took a life: they
the St1/own~
never be the same.
were gamines. Now with luck and more
The Salesians of St. John Bosco ''ork
training. they would be ready for mature
in over 130 countries. Their n1ore than
productive lives.
I think there are lessons to be learned 600 Trade Schools open up nen opporfrom this Columbian example, lessons tunities for the poor. Through then1,
which apply not only to foreign assistance, 1 street children becon1e 1nature adults
but also to some apparently intractable and contributing members of society.
conditions here in America.
If you ever thought of doing son1ething
It seems quite unlikely that governn1ent
for needy youngsters, you can Yolunteer 1
run programs, however well intentioned,
can accomplish results such as Xavier's. to work for them either overseas or in
Though the society of Bosconia and depressed areas of the United States.
Florida is certainly egalitarian, its
Contact us by phone or E-mail or
achievement is based on a special concern, return the follo\ving forn1:
rooted in religious and hun1anistic values
ADAM RUDIN
for each boy. Public programs are rarely
SALESIAN LAY MISSIO:\ARIES
capable of such distinctions.
2 Lefevre Lane
It need scarcely be said that the world 1
Nen Rochelle, NY 10801
is not oversupplied with Xaviers. But
I
there are men and women of insight, dedTel: (914) 633-8344
ication, capacity for love and willingness
Website: salesians.org/sln1
to take responsibility, whom public funds
E-mail: adamr@salesianmissions.org
should support in work that serves deep
public needs.
Geneticists n1ay one day tell us that per- Name - - - - - - - - - sonalities are firmJy fixed at birth, and Address
social scientists may draw an age line
---------beyond which they consider change virtual- City - - - - - - - - - - , - 1~ foreclosed, but we have examples such as
Bosconia that teach us otherwise. One need : State _____ Zip _ _ __
not endors~ such pabulum, as "There's no 1
such thing as a bad boy.'' Obviously there : Telephone ( __ ) - - - - - -
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Currently, there are
more than 16,000
street children in Father
Xavier's program.
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City Officials Begin to Address Homelessness
BY JANAY WILSON
Contributing Writer

Washington D.C., the nation's
capital, a place where people from
all over the world come to visit for
vacations, take tours and to do various sorts of business. When people
come to Washington D.C., they're
expected to visit all the monuments
and to learn so1ne U.S. history.
What most people do not expect
to see in the District is all the homeless people stretched along sidewalks soliciting money and other
handouts.
A significant number of people
in D.C. are homeless as a result of
mental illness or drug and alcohol addictions. About 60 percent of
all homeless people in the District
have some type of drug addiction.
Eric Sheptock, a homeless man
that moves around to different shelters in the area, said, "Most of the
people in these homeless 'shelters
have major drug and alcohol addictions, but they don't know where to
go to get the help needed."
Many homeless people like
Sheptock realize the government
is not doing enough to solve the
problem.
"There needs to be a take-by-the
hand approach, especially someone
with a mental illness. I don't understand how the white man can come
all the way to Africa and take the
black man to a far new land, but
cannot walk five steps outside their
door to reach out to the homeless
and mentally ill person, to show,

.,,--.. , . .........-...,-.....-...,---

Donavan David is affected by the
:,.,.
. ,.,. ..
visual of hon1eless people everyday
-·'
at Howard.
"It saddens me to walk by
numerous homeless people everyday knowing that even if I do give
them a couple dollars it's still not
going to help their situation. Plus
for me, every homeless man I see, I
wonder if he could be my father."
Students who have volunteered
at organizations that benefit the
homeless said it was an unforgettable experience.
"I have volunteered at soup
kitchens, usually during the holidays, and seeing all the homeless
people in the condition they were in
made me realize how blessed I am
1
to have everything that I have. It
reiterated in my mind that I should
never take anything for granted,"
said sophomore political science
major Nayo Thomas.
''
The local community and the
District mayor in conjunction with
.
project managers of community
•
J'bOIOS <OUl1<S) of pholo.ncldevelopments, are working togethHomeless people can be seen around the entire Washington D.C. metropolitan area. For students coming er and planning to have subsidized
from areas where homelessness Is not as widespread, it is a culture shock to see the masses of people. housing for the homeless and
residents in danger of losing their
not tell them about progra1ns that find or come to these offices. Many to stop being angry at these peohomes.
are available," Sheptock said.
homeless people in D.C. feel bitter ple who can potentially help me,"
This is part of a 10 year plan
The Kennedy Recreation Center and angry about present personal cir- Withers said.
on 7th St. had a hearing last Tuesday cumstances, and wished more people
Many Howard students are not aimed at ending chronic homelessto address the issue of homelessness. would reach out to help.
from inner-city areas where home- ness.
The hearing was designed for
Attendees at the hearing agreed
Janice Withers, a local woman lessness is rampant, and th~refore
with Sheptock's point, saying that who was previously homeless, .has are not familiar with homeless peo- citizens in the community, partrained professionals are sitting in changed her attitude about getting ple asking for handouts. For so1ne ticularly the homeless, to speak
their offices waiting for homeless and help.
students, seeing people without to officials and talk about issues
•This
that
have
been
encountered.
menta)ly ill people to come in and ask
"I used to be so mad at every- homes brings about sentimental
for help.
dialogue will hopefully promote
body that passed by me on the street. feelings.
In reality, most of these people But I realized that if I wanted anyone
Senior
accounting
maJor officials to implement programs to
do not have the resow·ces to even to help me, then I was going to have
remedy some of these issues.
--------:----.,....-----.--~~-~-..,..,.."C'9"-------;;:;~
,.~.
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Southwest Waterfront
1

BY CHARLOTIE YOUNG
Hill/op Staff Writer

The Southwest Waterfront
area claims to be one of the oldest and newest neighborhoods
ofD.C.
Food, building materials,
slaves, immigrants and weapons were received through its
port in the i79o's. The port was
especially busy during the Civil
War when Washington D.C. was
the headquarters of the Union
army.
After the 179o's, row houses
and individual houses were built.
By 1900, the neighborhood was
densely built vnth people from
all backgrounds. For 150 years,
Southwest Washington was
the city's largest working-class
waterfront neighborhood.
Now it has been completely
changed by urban renewal.
Often referred to as
"Washington's best kept secret,"
the vVaterfront and Southwest
area is a mix of residential, retail
and commercial growth.
David Witze, who works as
a security guard at the Gang
Plank Marina in the Waterfront,
describes it as an area "constantly in transition."
"Ten years ago there used
to be row houses all the way
through here. The same thing
that happened to Anacostia
happened here: it's being gentrified," Witze said.

·- ,....,
~

''~·

....

-
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The Southwest Waterfront area dates back to the 1790's. The port located there was especially
crucial to the North's military forces during the Civil War.

A 2000 census report
showed Southwest to be about
63 percent black, 32 percent
white and 3 percent Hispanic.
Asians make up the other 2 percent of the population.
Southwest resident Maria
Morton agreed tl1at the area is
shifting fron1 what it used to be
when she first moved here seven
years ago.

"It's changed. They closed
everything," she said. "There's a
lot of different expansion.··
Attractions to the Waterfront
include the Arena Stage, a historic theater that has been in the
area since the 195o's.
It is the largest non-profit
producing theater in the District
with over 250,000 patrons and
25,000 students in attendance

annually, according to the Arena
Stage website.
..It's really easier to get to
than son1e of the other theaters,"
sophon1ore biology n1ajor Pierre
Etienne said.
"Out of all the theaters that
I've seen in the D.C. area. it's
one of the better ones. The productions there were elaborate."
AWalking Tour of Southwest

Waterfront is also available
every fourth Tuesday of each
month. The trail, called "From
River Farms to Urban Towers,"
is the fourth historic trail in a
system implemented city wide.
Those who are interested meet
at the Waterfront metro station
at 6 p.m.
The Gang Plank Marina, a
310-slip marina com1nunity, is
also located at the Waterfront.
The Waterfront also offers
nightlife activities with clubs
such as H20 and Zanzibar.
..Once you come down
here on a Friday night, you'll
see what it's all about," Bynum
said. "People line up all down
the street [for] H2o."
Bynum also reco:nmends
going to the Cantina Marina,
a restaurant on the Gangplank
Marina situated on top of the
water.
The Cantina Marina is
"crowded \vith a lot of people,"
l3ynu1n said. "Walk through the
gates and to the water and you'll
have a ball."'
Southeastern University is
also located in the Waterfront
area. It is a private undergraduate and graduate university
chartered by U.S. Congress.
The Waterfront is Metro
accessible at the WaterfrontSEU inetro stop through the
breen, yellow, orange and blue
lines.

Traffice Light Cameras Raise Alarms in the District
•

ible i1nprovements being tained by the Affiliated
made with the revenue col- Computer Services in Dallas,
to actually protect the
lected from tl1e fines in the Texas who are also in charge
citizens of D.C.
D.C. area stating, "Streets of processing the data and
Ralph Pantaleon, a
are still substandard, acci- sending out the citations,
Howard alumnus and an
dents still happen and the entitling them to about
eight year Maryland resihomeless population is still $32.50 out of every $75 for
dent, does not feel that the
high."
red-light tickets and $29 out
system is effective. Having
Fines for red-light vio- of every photo-radar ticket.
had an experience with the
lations range from $30 for
Labash goes on to
system by being issued a
driving up to 10 m.p.h. over point out that the Affiliated
fine for running a red light,
the speed lin1it, to $200 for Computer Services in Dallas
he feels that the red-light
driving 26-30 m.p.h. over is a "private company given
camera syste1n is "just one
the speed limit.
police power to ticket citimore way to rob people of
According to a report in zens, has monetary interest
their money."
the Weekly Stq.ndard, the in generating as many tickHe does not see any vispolice equipment is main- ets as possible, and despite
CAMERAS, from NEWS A 1

its low success rate, is often
allowed to do so with n1inimal or no police supervision."
Officer Casey, lead customer services representative for the Metropolitan
Police Depart1nent, feels
that the current system is
accurate and that there is
nothing to really improve
upon as far as the technological aspect. She says that
the cameras have replaced
the patrolling cops but have
not produced extra patrol
cars because police officers

THE HILLTOP

are still needed to monitor they are not present. But
the cameras. Officer Casey Casey concedes that there
comments on people's opin- will always be more people
ions that the cameras are that dislike the program
solely for monetary gain than those who appreciate
stating that, "basically the it.
can1eras are doing jobs that
Some helpful tips on
officers can't always do. They how to avoid tickets, are to
stop dangerous and reckless allow ample time to reach
driving, increase safety and your destination safely, do
we sin1ply can not change not speed to make up for
personal opinion."
lost time, never drive when
She also says that there you're tired, stay alert at all
are those citizens who actu- times and don't be distractally request that can1eras be ed by phone calls, or other
placed in their residential activities while driving.
areas and other places that

•
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Remember playing kickball 'back in the day'???
Now you have a chance to re-live the FUN!!!

DATE: FRIDA\', NOVEMBER 10, 2006
· TIME: 1 PM - 6PM
VENUE: Greene Stadium

• 10-12 players per team, $2 entry fee for each team member
•
Each team must have at least FOUR (4 ) FEMALE
MEMBERS
•

Registration Packets can be picked up at Burr Gymnasium, Rm. G-13

•
Because Aunt Joan needed more Botox®*.

DEADLINE TO SIGN UP:

She got a facelltt, you got the tuition bill.
Not to worry·• campus Door student Joan can cover up lC) 100~. of
)'Our e<tucetJon i;osts. ¥..1th on•ine approval In tOlll than • minute.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2006

All without the painful side effects.

Sponsore<;l by:
Afya, Graduate HHPLS Club·

r

CJ.,-

~

CAMPUS DOOR'

&

GREAT FJTURES START HERE•

•

The Office of Student Activities

learn and DeveloR_the
Leadership Ski1ls that Enhance
Academ cAchievement and
riAaximize your Potential for
Future Career Success.

WHO MAY PARTICIPATE:
Studeols enrolled in tnt C, '"9~ or Eng1J1eering,
Arch tecture and Computer Sciences (CEACS)

WHAT TO EXPECT:
• Acclaimed spea~ers
• Accomplished session leader.>
• Pnze dra'hings
• No oost to srudents
• Meals proV1ded
• Workshop materials provided
• Reg'stration required

FRIDAY, NOV. 3
4:00PM

Leadership Lecture
TiiE Hn.YARD R. &ncLENA
RD81NSONAUDITORIUM.

MACKEY BUILDING. 2NO FlOOR
Keyoo(e Speaker
Linda Gooden
President, Lockheed Martin
lnfonnalion Technology

53l PM Reception

Undergraduates SFaculty
All Stude11ts that areNor ~RAPUAflN~

MACKEY BUILDING-LOBBY

&raduating Students
l11cludes ~raduate a11d Professloi.al

,, SATURDAY, NOV. 4
8:00 AM Registratior\IBreekfast &Welcome
8:30 AM Charge of the Day
Track 1Wo~hops
• 7Habits of Highly Effective People

• lime Management
• Leadership 101
• Presentation Skills
Track2Wo~hops

• EnlteprenetJrial Leadership
• El/lies & Leadership
• Ser..ant Leadership

12:15 PM
Luncheon Program

Octo~er J~·Nove~~er 1~ ~do~1r ~~ -~ov1•~1r 11

ARMOUR J. BlACKBURN
UNlVERSrTY CENTER, Reslauranl

Keynote Speaker.
Marcia St Martin
Executive Director
New Orleans Sewerage &
Water Board

4:10 PM Closing Reception
fO,

l.~ORE

:lfO MA 0'

202-806-4381
THE HILLTOP
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Duke Lacrosse Allegations Have Continued Effects SCOREBOARD
BY JULIANNE HANCKEL

Hiiitop Staff Writer

It has been seven months since

allegations spread that three men's
lacrosse players al Duke University
in Durham, N.C., raped a young
woman hired to strip at a party held
at the home of two of the team's
captains.
According to Duke's student
newspaper, The Chronicle, this event
brought widespread hate actions
towards the lacrosse team members
and coach by local colleges such as
NC Central.
Pictures of the Duke lacrosse
team members were printed out
and posted across campus with
"rapisC \\.Titten underneath their
names. According to Duke's Alumni
Association, the remainder of Duke's
lacrosse season was cancelled until
the legal situation with the 46 players was made clear and in no way
cancelled to bring punishment for
the charges brought against the three
men.
It is now a question of whether colleges and uni,i:rsities have
changed their athletic policies and/or
codes of conduct in order to prevent
a situation like Duke's from coming

to their own campus.
Dave Cottle, head men's lacrosse
coach at tl1e University of Maryland
believes that educating the players on his lacrosse team is what he
deems most important.
"We have started to educate the
boys on many different levels," Cottle
said, "But in no way arc we close to
being done."
Cottle has cited the administrative staff who has provided the athletic policies for all athl.etes at the
University of Maryland. Some of the
stated policies touch on unacceptable behavior, underage drinking
and drug use.
They are broken down in order
to clearly state th& expectations of
tile university's athletes, teams and
coaches. The student code of conduct at the University of Maryland
was already in place before Duke's
lacrosse team scandal.
"We talk about situations like
Duke all tile time witll our boys,"
Cottle said.
This year tile athletic department has brought a new light to tile
way that athletes are approached
with reproducibilities.
"We have a man from the Naval

"We have to be proud of who
we are and what we represent
even though there is a stigma
against black college athletes,
especially lacrosse players."
- Brent Robinson
Former Howard Mens Lacrosse Club President

/

'

&

SCHEDULE

SCORES

None

TODAY'S GAMES

Volleyball @ Morgan
State ·

7p.m.

with their teams to make sure expecParents and players of the Duke men's lacrosse team maintained the
tations were clear.
alleged offenders' Innocence after rape allegations surfaced In March.
In order to bring tile event closer to home, tile Howard University
men's lacrosse team is still fighting
Academy coming in every Friday to hol during the team's athletic sea- for a chance to be considered one of
talk to teams about responsibilities son.
tile Bison varsity sports. The team
and how to be good leaders," Cottle
While
the
University
of is not an official athletic team at
said.
Maryland has implemented this new Howard, but is ratller considered a
'
This is the first new implementa- program, tile Alumni Association at lacrosse
club.
tion that UMD has put in place since Duke University in association with
Former men's lacrosse club presthe Duke allegations. Cottle believes their own Campus Culture Initiative ident Brent Robinson explains that
that UMD is now doing much n1ore in is reviewing student life at Duke his team has hvo challenges: facing
order to establish good leaders, and and identifying areas that might tile stigma of an all-black lacrosse
that "We got to this point the wrong be improved to engender a greater team, and having to carry Howard's
way, but because of that we are try- sense of community, mutual respect name everywhere they go.
ing hard to turn tilings around."
and personal responsibility.
"Everywhere we go, we carry
..We have the most diverse team
For years, Duke student-ath- Howard's name. \Ve cannot blame
in lacrosse," Cottle said. "We had letes have received a handbook that tile Duke lacrosse players for this
to discuss issues such as underage outlines guidelines, standards and situation, we have to be proud of
drinking, racial slurs and the hiring requirements.
who we are and what we represent
of strippers for entertainment use on
This year, tile handbook was even though there is a stigma against
campus."
revised to reflect some of the lessons black college athletes, especially
.. Duke had 22 cases of strippers of recent months, and the athlet- lacrosse players," Robinson said.
being hired on campus from frater- ics department hosted an all-teams
Robinson and his team members
nities and oilier campus organiza- event that highlighted nine core val- spoke about tile repercussions and
tions," Cottle said. "That will not be ues: education, respect, integrity, the stigma tllat the sport can have,
allowed here."
diversity, sportsmanship, conunit- and how what happened at Duke
During the season, the University ment, loyalty, accountability and could possibly harm tlleir chances in
of Maryland exercises alcohol-train- excellence.
pushing to become a varsity team.
ing rules, meaning that no player
After the event, coaches reviewed
"This gave us a chance to have
may partake in the drinking of alco- tile updated handbook individually more of a voice in lacrosse," he said.
~o
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Let the Games Begin ...
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Hampton's Coleman
Sets New MEAC All·Time
Rushing Record
Alonzo Coleman, a senior running
back for the Hampton University
Pirates, broke the MEAC all-time
rushing record Saturday In a, 133, homecoming win over WinstonSalem State.
He went Into the game needing just
90 yards to surpass the record.
Battling Injuries, he rushed for
91 yards on 1O carries to surpass
Howard's Harvey Reed of 4,142.
Coleman Is now the league's alltime leader In rushing (4, 144)
touchdowns (57) and points
(342).
The National Basketball Association kicks off Its 2006-07 season tonight.
Photo Cowtny ol •••.,,...portU'Olll

The Miami Heat, last season's champions, wlll receive their rings and raise the
2005-06 championship banner before they face the Chicago Bulls In Game One of
TNT's opening day double-header beginning at 8 p.m.
The game wlll also give fans a chance to see newly-acquired Ben Wallace with the
Bulls for the first time.

Bison v. SC State to Air on
ESPNU
The MEAC and ESPNU announced
the addition of the Howard versus South Carolina State to
Its televised football package
Wednesday.

•

The Bison wlll head to Orangeburg,
S.C. to take on the Bulldogs for
South Caronna State's homecoming on Saturday at 1 :30 p.m.
The game wlll be tape-delayed
and air on ESPNU at 10 p.m.
(ET). Howard wlll make their second appearance on ESPNU In
many years, while South Carolina
State makes Its second televised
appearance this season.

Following this re-match of the 2006 Eastern Conference first round series which
the Heat won, 4-2, the Phoenix Suns will face the Los Angeles Lakers at 10:30 (ET).
This game marks Amare Stoudemlre's return to regular season action after he
missed much of last year following mlcrofracture knee surgery last October.
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TODAY IN SPORTS HISTORY. ..

•
•
•
•
•

On October 31, 1950, Earl Lloyd
became the first African American to
play in an NBA game.
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She Sai d

•

The Old Maid Syndrome
"No matter what I do I'm
going to encl up old and alone
anyway, just like all the rest
of the black women in the
world."
A friend of mine made
this claim the other clay in
response to relationship problems that s he was currently
dealing with. I would like to
say that I hear comments like
these rarely but, sadly, that
is not the case. Far too often
statements like these arc
made by my female l'Ontcmporanes here at llo,,ard and
at other fine institutions of
higher learning.
This common sentiment
is due to something I like to
refer to as ·~rhe Old ~laid
Syndrome."
Who is at fault for this
syndrome, men or women?
The blame falls on both genders, like most problrms that
arise between the sexes.
Men may contribute lo
this perception by our overall attitudes about long term
relations hips and marriage.
At this stage in our lives, that
type of commitment is not

.tppcaling. Our entire
I i\'cs we '\'e been socialized to view marriage as
an obligatory cventualit) instead of the stuff
dreams are made of.
There is also the fact
that there is a smaller
pool of eligible bachelors
for women to choose
from, but that is not our
fault and we should not
he blamed for the mistakes of others.
On the other hand,
women seem to want
too much too soon. Now
is not the time to be so
worried about finding
that one an)~\'ay. Stop
being so frustrated and
be patient. The purpose
of attending a university should not be to obtain
that r.tRS degree but to get
that BA and let the rest fall in
place later.
Accordingtoastudyin the
Atlanta .Journal Constitution,
50 percent of the marriages
in which the bride is 18 or
younger end in divorce and
40 percent end in divorce for

We s hould just tell our sisters
and daughters a nd nieces that
being an ''Old Maid" is associated with being a loser.
Some ma) think rm
reading too much into this
ch ildhood game, but d111·ing yo ur collegiate yea rs, it
becomes clear that "Old Maid
Syndrome" is no game.
Mc, my.self, personally, I
have no fear of being an Old
Maid, and may even prefer
it to the Old Ball and Cham,
but I know that I ma) not he
representati\'C of the typical
Lad) Bison on that front.
Long gone are the days
when the only reason a
woman sought out higher
education was as a means to
obtaining the all-important
"M.R.S. Degree," but there
are some women who have
come to The Mecca in senrch
of a lifelong mah.'.
This ma) pose a problem,
because as my friend said
''Men come for their S.E.X.
degree." But regardless of how
often they can find a man that
seems ready to settle down,
there are Bison women who

A lot of people can
remember playing the card
game "Old Maid" as a child,
but did we ever stop to think
about the terrible message
this sends to little girls?
No, really. Think about
it. The whole point of the
game is to get rid of the Old
Maid and whomever ends up
with it is the loser. Really?

marriages in ''hich the bride
was 20 or younger. However.
it dramatically changes when
the bride hits :25 to a meager
24 perCL'nt
Statistically it's bellcr to
wait anyway, so don't allow
your current situation to
affect your perception of the
future. Don't be so pressed.

are on the prowl.
However, the search may
not be their fault. Studies have
shown that the childhood
circumstances of collegiate
women effect the way they
view their marital future.
In a 2003 article in
the Journal of Vocational
Behavior, "Planning ahead:
College seniors
concerns
about career-marriage conflict,"
researchers
found
that students whose mothers worked out.side the home
were less worried about a conflict than those whose mothf'rs stayed at home. Another
predictor \'ariable was the
students' own family plans.
So, not all the women
racing towards the walk down
the aisle are just plain crazy.
Some can say they get it from
they momn1a.
It's important to remember that the cliches are true.
You don't need a man to be
happy.
But to all those ladies who
are looking, there's hope. I'm
already on the guest lists of
three weddings.

From the JUintls of Joshua T homas & J ana H omes
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BL.ACKMAN,
DID YOU THINK
ove.R MY
SUGGe.STION
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BL.ACKMAN, YOU J<e.PJ<e.5e.NT AL.I..
BL.ACK Pe.OPL.e.. 50Me. GHe.TTO
P!T BUl..I.. I 5N'T WORTHY
OF Be.ING PART OF THe.
DYNAMIC DUO. YOU Ne.e.D TO
FIND A Be.Tre.R PARTNe.R.
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J'U5T THINK
ACTUAL.I..Y I THINK
WHAT YOU
THe. Ne.WS Me.DIA
COUl..D DO
TI<YTO PUT
IF YOU PUT TOGe.THe.R BL.ACKMAN
BL.ACKMAN
AND ''ROBBIN"'
TOGe.THe.R
TOGe.THe.R AS
WITH A
MUCH AS POS5IBL.e.
MORe.
AND !T DOe.SN'T
QUAl..IFie.D
DO MUCH GOOD
''ROBIN.''
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Out of the ordinary news briefs that beg the
question, "What The... ?!"

Fath e r l y Affecti on
A controversial photo of Bryan "Baby"
Williams kissing label mate and frequent
coJJaborator Lil' Wayne in the lips.
The Birdman responded to arising
questions in an interview with Q93 in New
Orleans.
"Before I had a child, Wayne and all
of them were my children, you heard me?
Wayne to me is my son - my first bor n son
- and that's what it do for me:' Baby said .
"That's my life, that's my love and that's
my thing. That's my Iii' son. I love him lo
death:'
The credit for releasing the photo goes
to Gillie the Kid, a former Cash Money
artist whose relation,hip went sour after
d eparting from the label.

I

E

Tyrese Reveals "Alter Ego"
Plat inum selling R&B artist Tyrcse is
crossing over to the MC side of music with
upcoming double CD entitled "Alter Ego"
that will feature his sk11ls as a vocalist as
well as a•rapper.
One disc will be Tyrese singing as the
world is used to and the other will be him
as a rapper under the name of"Black Ty."
The R&B disc will feature production
by Lil Jon and R. Kelly while the rap disc
will benefit from production by Mannie
Fresh, All Star and Scott Storch.
"Black Ty" will get help from veteran
MC~ like Lil' Scrappy, The Game, Snoop
Dogg, Kurupt, Too Short. David Banner
and Method Man.
Tyrese's/Bla'k Ty's ''Alter Ego" is due
to be released Dec. 5 by J Records.

,

- - - - - - - - ------ Overheard ® fhe Mecca

I

"Ohhh Weeee ( it\ the Wilmer Voice).,
1 Overheard t\ear Chipotle, where they all had JUM'O burritos
I
GA Girl: "Yo Momma" is coming to Atlanta. Yay!
I
Cali Girl: That show is wack.
I
B-more Girl: It really is.
Cali Girl: Yeah, the only reason I watch it is to see people
I
I know.
I
GA Girl: Yeah, I know you be seeing people you know
I
all the time on " Next" because I be recognizing some of
those folks.
I
B-More Girl: The only place I see people I know is " The
I
Wire." I went to acting camp with that girl who cut the
girl in the face and I just saw he r on the Yard. (laughs)
I
Ya'll better watch out, but my face is cool.
I

--------------I
I "love, Not So Peep.,
I Overheard it\ School of J
I
Professor: What are some current events in the news?
Guyl: Mobb Deep almost died in a plane crash
Professor: Who is Mobb Deep?
Guy2: They were at homecoming.. .looking like some
homeless locals.
Guyl: Could have been a great loss to hip hop, well, a
loss to hip hop.

I
I
I
I

- - - - - - -

-

- -

- - - - -

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Check out tMore at OverheardatthetMecca.blogspot.cotM aHd
subtMit to OverheardatthetMecca~gtMall.cotM
L

I

-
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Please send any responses to Meccanis111s; 'He Said . . .
She Said' topics, What The... ?! or any other contributions to
News courtesy of allhiphop.com, sohh.com
Compiled by Joshua Thomas, Deputy Ma11agi11g Editor

111eccanis111s@g111ail.co111
I
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Daily I Sudo k-u
Directions: Each row, each column,
and each 3x3 box must contain each
and every digit 1-9 exactly once.
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Trick Or lreat
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Do you want to write for THE HILLTOP?
Come to our budget meeting

Monday

@

7 P. m.
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Halloween 2006 has ing notes from the Plastics in en, or the holiday Hallowtide,
arrived and for many students "Mean Girls." Just look at all which was the feast of the dead
that means one thing: break the costume galas advertised in Pagan times and the holiday
out your scariest or sexiest on Facebook.
celebrating the end of the harcostume.
One of our own staff vest season and the beginning
However, on this day members hosted a Halloween of winter in Christianity.
of mischief and witches, we party over the weekend, and
Regardless,
today at
hope students remember just like Re-Run from 'What's Howard University, Oct. 31
just because you
just means a day to
are out for a little
dress up - some'
fun doesn't mean
thing this can1pus
those around you
has perfected long
aren't out for a little
ago - and pull out
We
wish
students
a
Happy
more.
your Gold Digger
Halloween and hope they
For many of
costume or do the
us, high school or
Steve Urkel as our
re1ne1nber
just
because
they
maybe even college
Undergraduate
was the first time
aren't celebrating the devil,
Trustee perfected.
we joined in the
Halloween
doesn't
mean
other
people
Halloween fun as
is definitely what
our parents didn't
you make it. We
aren't. Be Safe. Party On.
want us to trick or
applaud those who
treat.
use the holiday as
Just polling the Hilltop Happening,' a nerd showed up, a time to give back to the comstaff, we see the varied experi- so did some unsavory guests munity like Residence Life
ences and views of students' who were looking more for a opening its doors to neighHalloween celebrations gro~ fight than for a good time.
borhood kids for the Haunted
ing up, from our fairy prinSo, in this festive time, Hilltop and Circle K going to
cesses and cartoon characters we hope students live up the the zoo this past weekend to
to families who turned off opportunity to be creative and help with 'Boo at the Zoo.'
all the lights to keep trick or a little wild, yet also be safe
We know no one is still
treaters away.
and conscious of your sur- trick or treating, but for those
The fact is now that we are roundings.
who can't let it go, feel free to
older, the holiday has taken on
Looking into the history drop some chocolate by the
a new meaning which equals of Halloween, it's not clear Hilltop office as we work on
parties, parties, and a few more whether the celebrations we ton1orrow's paper.
parties, for which girls pull out have today are connected to the
For everyone else who is
their sexiest outfits and throw Roman Catholic All Saints Day in the Halloween spirit have
on some animal ears after tak- ~elebrating all saints in heav- fun tonight. Be safe.
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Sexy or Scary: Ladies Make The Choice
BY CHARDE D. MILES
Contnbutmg Wnter

"Halloween is the one night a
yt•:ir \\hen girls can dress like a total
slut and no other girls can ~ay an)thi n~ about it," said Lindsa) Lohan
in the popular teen movie "!\lean
Girls." Some people believe girls use
Halloween as an excuse to dress in
the most provocative outfits H\ ailabk'.
On the annual event filled with goblins and \\itches, women must decide
whether to be a creature for the night
or a fa,·orite tele,·ision '1.xen
\ccording to Sall) roster, a psycholl1g) profossor at the Universil)
ot Miracosta in Oceanside, Calif.,
I lallowet•n in California is an occasion for people to either dress up
as someone the person loves, a fig. ure they would like to emulate or
someone despicable they would like
lo mock.
.Jumor biology major Taliesin
Gabriel said that Halloween is the
perfect day to get awa) with an) outfit she wants to wear.
··1 love Halloween because it
gives me a chance to do whatever I
want without being judged. If I want

Gaines said.
oursehcs that wants to be expressed.
to be Malibu Barbie
S o p h o m o r c During a normal week, our work or
or Lil' Kim I can do
mathematics major family life may not allow us to be a
that. Ifs perfect. This
Traci Taliaferro said superhero, rockstar or a fairy queen.
year I think I'll go as
the weather prevents Hallo\,een offers us the opportunit)
a sex) cat or maybr a
bu11n)," Gabriel said.
her from dressing in to safel) explore a different aspect of
Sophomore
one of those skimpy ourselves and i11 psychological terms
costumes.
this process is called 'sublimation,"'
psychology
major
"lhaven'tdresscd .Joseph said.
Mia Harris agrees.
for Halloween in a
Sophomore film
production
"I haven't dressed
while because ! never major Chris Farmer believes that
up for Halloween
have any extra money Halloween is good way for g irls to
since high school,
but even then it was
to buy a costume. But express themselves.
a fun chance for Ill)
even if I did, it's too
-Halloween is the day when
friends and I to let go.
cold outside to dress • girls say 'forget it, I can be whatup in sexy outfit. I ever I \\ant.' It may be something
\\'call dressed up for
kno\\ some girls do that they\·e been wanting to do for a
the school dance a~
that, but if I wea' to \\hi le, so I think it's good for girls to
the girls from Moulin
Rouge. It was really
dress up this year release some of their inner self; it's
fun."
I'd go as a girl from healthy for them," Farmer said.
Although some
the 7o's or So's,"
"\.Yhatever costume we choose,
girls chose to let loose
Taliaferro said.
we have to remember that it's telling
for I lalloween and be
According
to more about ourselves than we may
whatever the mind
Ph •o<vur1«~ or~'""'''" .,..m....~ ...'"
inspirational
edi- think. But it's also offering us the
.
.
can 1111agme, some The movie " Mean Girls" depicts high school-aged girls in protor of bellaonlinc. opportunity to express a creath·c part
just can"t get into the vocative attire on the one night a year It's considered acceptable. com, Deanna Joseph, of our inner selves that normally ma)'
spirit.
Halloween ma) reveal not get much attention," Joseph said.
Sophomore psychology major because it is for the kids. I \\Ouldn 't people's true personalities.
Store manager of Costumes Creative
Devan Gaines has trouble feeling fes- dress up in a risk) outfit for Halloween,
"\\'hen we choose a Halloween in Silver Spring Joan Pekin said that
tive.
but I do think that some girls may use costume, we arc, in a very simple she is definitely selling more sexy cos"I don't dress up for llalloween Halloween to dress provocatively," way choosing to express an aspect of tumes lo women than frightful ones.

Mystery, History of Halloween Unearthed
BY ERICA ROBINSON
Hilltop Staff Writer

Are monsters scary? Arc the
haunting spirits of the night cffecti\'c in frightening people? Tlrn; is
all a part of the holida) knm\n .ts
Halloween. It's a day to \\Car costumes and trick or treat for cancl). Its
origins date back to the ancient Celtic
fcsti,·al called Samhain, pronounced
"sow-in:· It is celebrated C\'cry year
on Ot·t. 31.
Man) Howard students wonder
how the holiday was started.
\ccording lo freshman nursing
major Erica DaYis, "I thought it \\as
a random day of the year where: ) 011
dn•ss 11p sea~ and eat rand) ... D<l\ is
said.
On the contrary. Halloween has
great significance.
The fou11cler and president of the
Alternate Realitv Center (ARC), an
organization that focuses on para
normal research and im·cstigations,
Stal'ey Allt•n-McGec, gave a brief his
tor) of I Tallowern.
rlw holidav's orig111s dalt' back
almost J.ooo years ago in Cdtit·
Ireland B.C.. when the Celts roanwd
the land. \lien-McGee called it a
··nruid fcsti\'al of the dead.··
During this time of the year. the
pl•opll• felt that during the han·cst.
wlwn the sun was changing from the

summer to the winter, thanks could
be given to the earth through sacrifice.
"The people also believed that
th<! spirits of the dead and the li\'ing
became transparent. The dead could
roam the land. To pre' cnt e,·il spirits.
the people would hold\ arious rituals.
Right before han·est, prophec.> was
considered to be most accurate:· said
Allcn-i\IcGee. who also sen·cs as the
lour director for Appalachian Ghost
Hunts in \\'ashington Count.>. Tenn.
Owner of Alexandria Colonial
Tours, where the annual Ghost
C:nl\·eyard Tour is hdd. \Vclli ngton
\\'alts shared his kno\\ lcdgt• about
I lalloween.
This time of the year \\as' iewed
as a ··time of darkness."' If a poor har\'est resulted that year, supcrstitions
originated. As superstitions \\ere created. the people tried lo kl'l'P the e,·il
forces awa}.
Samhain was the naml' of the fcs·
tival the Celts celebrated before harvest. The belief was that the ghosts
from the dead came bal'k to earth
and the deceascd walkPd .uouncl \dlh
the lh ing. It was lwlic\·l·d that these
spirits helped the Druids, or Celtic
priests, to predict if the town would
sun'i\'c the \\inter. The priests built
bonfires where animals \\Cre sacrificed and crops "ere hurned. The
bonfires have nO\\ transt·ended into

jack-o-lanterns, pumpkins can·ed
into faces \\~th tiny candles lit inside.
l\luch like today, the Celts wore costumes and tried to tell each other's
forh1nes.
Pope Gregory Ill declared this
day as All Hallows Da), which took
place on ~o' cm ber i. Then the name
changed into All-Hallows-E\'c. As the
holiday spread into An1erica, it was
called Halloween.
Soling was a process in which
Celts would 'isit other families and
pray for the souls in exchange for
tiny cakes. This can be related to the
modern custom of trick or treating.
The fu II sto1; heh incl t lw cancl) rush
rcmains unclear.
SinCl' Puritan-. a"sodatecl the
holicla) as e\'il. the cclebration started to fade out. After the potato famine in the mid 19' century. traditions
bey;an to change.
~catholics took o\ er and created
All Saints Day, where the good graces
of Goel were recognized on No\'embcr
L [The Catholics l created All Souls
Day. where all tlw clepurted [souls
who were belil•\'l'tl to be in purgatory] were honort•d on No,·ember 2,"
Allen-L\fcGee said.
The tradition of I lallowecn soon
spread across A111erica.
!he original i3 states bclie\'ed
in the paranormal. but some of the
northern slates did not,.. Allen-

Phc

t

c. '"""' •(" .,...,....._,-"""

Halloween descended from the 3,000-year-old Druid Festival of the
Dead. The Druids thought spirits returned to earth on that day.
McGee said.
I lallowccn has become an enjoyable holiday for not only childn•n,
but also for adults all across the U.S.
Parties arc thro" n, costume conlc<;ls
arc held and a surplus of all different
kinds of delicious candy are available. The tradition of children running from door-to-door in costumes
such as monsters, angels, princesses,
superht•roes and witches in search for

candy soon began. After reciting the
magit words "trick or treat," children
n•t"l'ivt•d t"andies ranging from choco
lates and lollipops, while somt• people
put personal touches on ll<do\\ 'l'll
goodies and baked special treats.
"Children made HallO\\CCn a
night for themselves, bobbing for
apples and frolicking the streets \\ilh
their friends," Allen-i\lcGee said.

What's to Do In the District: Your 2006 Guide
BY LESLEY COTHRAN
Co11tnb11/ing Writer

Ghost, ghouls and goblins aren't
going to be the only late night wonderers this Halloween. All I I allows Eve is
tTecping up fast and many still agree
that it is not just a children's holiday.
For most adults, it's another
excuse to dress up in silly costumes and
parade around town as if it was normal.
Students around campus arc still deciding where to go for this haunted night
and what to wear.
Instead of attending one of the
many house parties, many students opt
to explore the District and see what it
has to offer.
Around the metro area, street
masquerades arc in abundance. After
trick-o-treating and parading through
the streets of the Georgetown shopping
district, along "1th hundreds of others, many students head O\'Cr to the
Farragut \\Test area where Nightmare
ttl• Ph..ru
on M Street is held. \.\'ith a ticket and
In addition to the many other events around the District, The
a costume, party-goers have access to
Haunted Hilltop Is a crowd pleaser for the Howard community.
numerous cafes and clubs along the

strip and also ha\'C chances are \\inning in on the happy hour fun. [is this feacash prizes.
ture supposed to be funny?] 51sl State
If that's too far, the D.C. Society of Lounge on L Street in Foggy Bottom
Young Professionals, along with Hard is having drink specials and, of course,
Rock Cafe, host the Graveyard Jam · a best costume contest. Over on 14th
located near the Metro Center stop. Both Street, the Halloween Masquerade Ball
parties provide plenty of music, food and is being held at Jin. Costumes are a must
drink spreials that will not disappoint.
for this part)' so be sure to come in a
Cluhs around thc metro area arc great costume.
also gettini; into the spook} spirit by
A favorite of many is the Halloween
hosting costume parties this Halloween. MonsterBash at the Claredon Ballroom
The Eyes \,\'ide Shut ~lasquerade Party in Arlington. It is usually one of the best
is being held at :\tirrors located on New and biggest costume parties held in the
York Avenue. WPGC DJs will be in atten- city. Be prepared to wait in line but it's
dance so wearing a creative costume is said to be worth it. Whether stationed
highly advised. There could be a contest at one party or making nightly rounds
and giveaways. Fur Nightclub is host- throughout the District, students are
ing Freek-0-Ween with 95.5. Rumor is sure to have a good time. Was hington
there might be a ccll'brity guest giving D.C. has a lot to offer to all crowds and
away cash for the best costume in the Halloween isn't an exception.
house. Cdo we print rumors?]
On 1lalloween day, our \'Cry own
For those who aren't in the party Cook I !all "~II play host to its annual
mood, there arc still plenty of lounges Haunted Hilltop. This tribute to the
throughout the city for getting into the scary holiday "ill be full of ghouls, gobspirit. At the Helix Lounge on Rhode lins, and fun for all ages. Make s ure to
Island, there is a pumpkin can'ing con- stop by if you want to get the Halloween
test and happy hour. Good advice might experience without even leaving cambe to skip the pumpkin caiving if joining pus.

